
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of global product management. To
join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for global product management

Regularly presenting, championing and reporting on the Product strategy to
a variety of stakeholders in order to engage teams across the organization in
support of achieving business goals
Collaborate with the User Experience team, developers, and QA to identify
feature details and create user stories for implementation
Mentor and lead global product managers on best practices, improving key
skills and shipping maintainable functionality smoothly
Define the strategy for Macmillan Education’s digital media reach with the
Digital Media Manager
Provide the strategic plan for our global events and conferencing presence
with the Global Campaigns Manager
Provide accurate and clear executive reports on progress and status on key
performance metrics an effective branding strategy which clearly executes
our overall marketing strategy
Maintain internationalization roadmap for multiple products, optimally
balancing business priorities, implementation cost, and risks
Skilled at collecting and analyzing feedback from customer and prioritizing
internationalization features based on feedback, balance business priorities vs
Continue to develop and execute the positioning and value proposition of
FXIPs products in relation to the rest of the existing foreign exchange
products in the marketplace
Develop strategies to maximize the lifetime value of a customer, and work
with relevant stakeholders to execute on those strategies

Example of Global Product Management Job
Description
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Developing and delivering presentations and various marketing collateral
(such as white papers or thought pieces) to help drive new business
opportunities
Undertaking or overseeing various quantitative analyses, such as portfolio
and index performance attribution, risk analytics, and competitive analyses
Interacting with clients as appropriate, often in lieu of the Portfolio Manager,
to provide periodic client updates
Be a team player, willing and eager to communicate regularly with our New
York and Sydney teammates
Be comfortable interacting effectively at all levels, internally and externally,
on multiple topics including investment philosophy, process and performance
Have excellent organization and time management skills, demonstrated by
the ability to operate independently under an environment of varied projects
and firm deadlines


